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Thank you for downloading this acquired self versus authentic self self-audit questionnaire, please
take a moment to read through the following:
Answering the questions:
On the next few pages please follow the instructions and tick the relevant column that best
describes you at this moment in time. Please answer the questions honestly and think deeply
about the real you in your answers Please don’t answer glibly or dismissively.
The audit questionnaire will take around 30–45 minutes to complete including scoring and
evaluating. Further reflection is recommended.
It is important to remind you that whatever results are obtained by using this audit questionnaire
are merely intended to represent where you are at this moment in time. There are no fixed states
of being here. As human beings we are constantly and dynamically changing, developing and
growing. Importantly, we also are never the finished article either. The outcomes of this
questionnaire are to help you have some further insight into how to grow and develop; to get the
life that you want, desire and deserve.
Each specific question is deliberately intended to be as open as possible. It is best to answer
these as generalised questions about your life and as guides rather than being about specific
contexts. The questions are based on the intentions within the book, You Are More Than You
Think™. The questionnaire, therefore, is given as a free product in good faith as experimental.
Enjoy the process and remember - you are more than you think
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General Patterns
Tick either: 1= Often, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Occasionally, 5 =
Rarely
1

Do you seem to get caught up in negative reoccurring patterns (e.g. I’m
not good enough, people don’t like me, I can’t do this etc.)?

2

Do the same sorts of things seem to keep happening to you over and again?
(e.g. do you keep finding yourself in similar situations)

3

Do you seem to keep having same relationship issues with people (e.g.
blind-spots and interaction issues)?

4

How often do you feel that you have underlying well-being issues that
might be related to stress, anxiety or worry?

5

Do you find that you micro-manage, that you can’t hold things loosely, or
that you or others say you might be a control freak?

6

How often do you feel overwhelmed by your emotions and how often do
they seem more in control of you (such as anger, or self-doubt, guilt,
sadness, etc.)?

7

How often do you feel your background state of mind as being lethargic,
slow, comfortably numb, or fuzzy?

8

Do you feel that things have to be perfect, and feel bad if you make
mistakes?

9

Do you believe it is a sign of weakness if you show you are vulnerable
at times?

10

Do you feel driven to constantly achieve as the main way to feel good
about yourself?

11

How often do you feel tense and find it difficult to relax?

12

Do you feel it foolish or unrealistic to follow your dreams and desires

Tick either: 1= Rarely, 2 = Occasionally, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = sometimes, 5 =
often
13

How often do you feel happy and are generally excited about life?

14

How often do you find yourself content, or in an agreeable and/or
patient state of mind?

15

How often do you roll with the punches or are flexible with what life
throws at you?

16

Can you laugh at yourself and not take yourself too seriously?

17

How often do you feel Joy and content about yourself and generally
enjoy your life?
Total

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

0 0 0 0 0
Reset
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Approach to Life
Tick either: 1= Often, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Occasionally, 5 =
Rarely
18

Do find that you have a need to control or manipulate situations to get
your way?

19

Are you often filled with self-doubt?

20

Do you become easily defensive or prickly to protect yourself?

21

Do you find that external events and situations tend to trigger certain
predictable negatively charged emotional responses and reactions from
you?

22

How often do you feel inferior to others, or believe that people are better
than you?

Ranges will differ per question. Please read each question carefully and tick
one.
23

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

On the whole, are you more of a pessimist or optimist?
Range = 1 (Pessimist) scaling to 5 (Optimist)

24

Are you more close or open minded to new situations or ideas, or new
ways of thinking?
Range = 1 (Close minded) scaling to 5 (Open minded)

25

Are you more sceptical or curious about other peoples’ ideas and
thoughts?
Range = 1 (Sceptical) scaling to 5 (Curious)

26

On the whole, do you generally feel undeserving/unworthy about
yourself or deserving/worthy?
Range = 1 (Undeserving/Unworthy) scaling to 5 (Deserving/Worthy)

27

Do you find yourself reacting to the effect of things that have happened,
rather than being proactive and being in control of things?
Range = 1 (Reactive) scaling to 5 (Proactive)
Total

0 0 0 0 0
Reset
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Spirituality
Ranges will differ per question. Please read each question carefully and tick
one.
28

1

2

3

4

5

Do you believe we make our own path in life or that we are also a part of
a grand plan?
Range = 1 (Own path in life) scaling to 5 (Grand plan)

29

Do you feel more alone and separated or more connected to others?
Range = 1 (Separated) scaling to 5 (Connected)

30

What do you feel about the principle of love, is it merely a sentimental
concept or the pinnacle of human existence?
Range = 1 (Sentimental concept) scaling to 5 (Pinnacle of human
existence)

31

Do you believe (as an adult) your identity is more or less fixed and you
generally are who you are and won't change that much, or do you
believe that, with some effort, your identity is adaptable and can change
through life if you want it to?
Range = 1 (Fixed) scaling to 5 (Adaptable)

32

Does your overall sense of worth derive from things around you
(Extrinsic - from things like money, or material possessions, etc.) or from
within you (Intrinsic - internal aspects of you and your beliefs & attitudes
about yourself)?
Range = 1 (Extrinsic) scaling to 5 (Intrinsic)

33

On the whole, do things externally just seem to happen to you that then
dominate your reactions to life, or do you purposefully create your own
joy or resolve from within yourself despite whatever happens to you?
Range = 1 (Things dominate reactions) scaling to 5 (I create my own joy)

34

Are you more inclined to move away from, avoid, or protect yourself from
adversity or do you tend to rise towards the challenge of life’s
adversities?
Range = 1 (Move away from) scaling to 5 (Rise towards)

35

What do you notice more of in life: Misery and despair or happiness and
joy?
Range = 1 (Despair) scaling to 5 (Happiness)
Total

0 0 0 0 0
Reset
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Beliefs
Tick either: 1= Often, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Occasionally, 5 =
Rarely
36

Do you feel that similar sorts of negative, limiting belief patterns keep
happening in your life? (E.g. that you are never good enough, nobody
loves me, typical, why does this always seem to happen to me)

37

Do you find yourself reacting and responding in default, habitual and
patterned ways?

38

Do you feel that you are defined by your limiting beliefs and that these
are too hard to change?

39

Do you have inclinations to feel overwhelmed in life by a negative
mindset or by your limiting beliefs tend to take up a lot of your energy?

40

Do you find that you feel you have to justify your position with others?

41

Do you find that you harbour regrets or feel guilty about things you have
done?

Ranges will differ per question. Please read each question carefully & tick one.
42

Do you sense that your ego tends to get the better of you and run away
with itself, or do you sense that your ego is under control and about in
the right place?
Range = 1 (Ego run away with itself) scaling to 5 (Ego under control)

43

Does life seem a struggle to you, or that life is about finding happiness
and fulfilment?
Range = 1 (Struggle) scaling to 5 (Happy)

44

Do you get a sense that your life is controlled by your beliefs or that you
are in control of them?
Range = 1 (Control you) scaling to 5 (You’re in control)

45

Do you tend to find yourself believing problems & then negative things
seem to happen to you more often, or more positive outcomes unfold in
life?
Range = 1 (Negative things happen) scaling to 5 (Positive outcomes
unfold)

46

Generally speaking, are you are more distrusting of life/others as a
starting point or do you tend to be more trusting of life/others?
Range = 1 (Distrust) scaling to 5 (Trusting)

47

In life, do you generally believe that if things are left alone to their own
devices, then more often than not things tend to work themselves out in
the end, or do they tend to go wrong if they are not controlled?
Range = 1 (Things tend to go wrong) scaling to 5 (Things work out)

48

In your experience, is life generally more about obstacles that you have
to get over, or opportunities that present themselves for you to take?
Range = 1 (Obstacles) scaling to 5 (Opportunities)

49

On the whole, do you believe more bad things happen to you than good
things?
Range = 1 (Bad) scaling to 5 (Good)
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50

Do you believe that the best is still to come in your life, or that the best
has been and gone?
Range = 1 (Best has gone) scaling to 5 (Best is still to come)
Total

0 0 0 0 0

0

Reset
Inner Mind Chatter
Tick either: 1= Often, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Occasionally, 5 =
Rarely (Unless otherwise noted)

1

51

How often are you aware of your inner mind chatter?

52

On the whole do you find that your inner mind chatter is quite negative?

53

How often do you berate yourself and speak to yourself using a critical
tone? (E.g. I hate myself, I’m an idiot)

54

Do you notice same old, familiar or recursive patterns of inner mind
chatter? (E.g. saying I’m no good, I’m useless, I can’t do that etc.)

55

How often to you feel out of control and overwhelmed by your inner mind
chatter?

56

Does your inner mind chatter cause you feel anxious or panicked?

57

Do you believe it could be possible to break free from your inner mind
chatter (with some effort)?

2

3

4

5

Range = 1 (Not likely) scaling to 5 (Very much possible)
Total

0 0 0 0 0
Reset
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Your Language
Tick either: 1= Often, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Occasionally, 5 =
Rarely
58

Where applicable, do you tend to want to always win and have your own
way with others?

59

How often do you find yourself either reacting aggressively or submissively
to others?

60

Do you find yourself using emotionally charged words when conversations
or situations get heated?

61

How often do you have emotional outbursts (private or otherwise)?

62

Do you feel insecure when you are faced with situations that you are
unfamiliar with and have little knowledge or about?

63

How often do you tend to focus your thoughts about what you don’t want?

64

Do you tend to fear being wrong?

65

Do you find you have a need to get your own way more of the time?

66

Do you tend to find blame in others when things go wrong?

67

Are you inclined to hold a grudge and find it difficult to forgive others?

68

Do you find it difficult to forgive yourself?

69

Are you demanding and impatient with others?

70

How often do you worry that people might take advantage of you, or get
the better of you?

71

How often in conversations do you feel you have to have the last word?

Tick either 1 = Not Very Well, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Okay, 4 = Well, 5 = Very Well
(Unless otherwise noted)
72

How well do you manage being curious and being open in conversations
to learn about others, and they from you?

73

Do you think through the outcome you’re seeking ahead of interactions?

74

How to do you cope with praise?

75

How well do you cope with critical feedback?

76

How well do you cope with conflicts and disagreements?

77

Do you feel that you build rapport easily with others?

78

Where applicable, do you tend to seek to be understood by others or seek
to understand others?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

Range = 1 (Be understood) scaling to 5 (Understand)
79

Where applicable, are you more often judging/critical, or accepting of what
people say in conversations?
Range = 1 (Judging) scaling to 5 (Accepting)

80

Do you believe, on the whole, people find your company difficult, or easy
to be with?
Range = 1 (Difficult to be with) scaling to 5 (Easy to be with)
Total
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Purpose and Direction
Tick either: 1= Often, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Occasionally, 5 =
Rarely
81

Do you find yourself stuck in a rut, or feel that you are stagnated?

82

Do you find yourself wondering is this all that life has for you?

83

Do you fear taking risks or not being safe?

84

How often do you find yourself in fight, flight or freeze mode?

Tick either: 1 = Rarely, 2 = Occasionally, 3 = Indifferent, 4 = Sometimes, 5 =
Often
85

Do you believe that within you is the possibility to be fulfilled and happy
in life?

86

Do you feel okay about facing new and unfamiliar situations or not?

87

Do you feel that your life has a purpose for you and that you are here for
a reason?

88

How often are you clear about your purpose in this life?

89

Do you meditate or use mindfulness techniques?

90

Do you spend more time playing to your strengths and avoid your
weaknesses?

91

How often do you remark to yourself how good life is?

92

Do you believe that life is full of possibilities and there is potential for you
as well as others?

93

Do you believe in yourself and have a sense of your own personal
significance?

94

How often are you clear about what you want from life at any given
moment?

95

Do you spend time on thinking deeply about yourself and your dreams/
desires?

96

How often do you focus on or visualise the future?

97

Do you enjoy being stretched and challenged?

98

Do you mentally set goals or new intentions for yourself?

99

How often do you maintain a vision board, write down your goals or keep
a journal?

100

Do you plan ahead into the future (up to 1-3, or even 5 years)?
Total

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

0 0 0 0 0
Reset
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Total Scores

General Patterns
Approach to life
Spirituality
Beliefs
Inner Mind Chatter
Your language
Purpose and direction
(NB as a cross check the total score should add to 100)
Total
Multiply the column above by the number in the cell and
place your answer in the row below

1

2

3

4

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

0

0

0

0

0

(Add the scores together to get a single score)
Grand Total

0

Finished Score

0

Divide the above number by 10 & round )

0

Reset Form
Acquired self versus authentic self quick summary

Print Form

Scores of Below 30: Your acquired self is more in control of your reality at this moment.
Scores of Between 31 and 41: Your authentic self is beginning to re-assert itself over your
acquired self and you are in the process of growing and developing.
Scores of Above 42: Your authentic self is more in residence and with conscious support it will
continue expanding.

More detailed information regarding your scores is on next three pages.
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Score of Below 30:
It is likely that your reality and your map of your world at this point in time is more driven from the
limiting conditioning of your acquired self. Your acquired self is inclined to be more in control of
you more of the time. At this moment you may be aware that you have tendencies of adversely and
negatively reacting more to your internal thoughts about things happening in your external reality.
It is this reality that is more dominant in your life at this moment. For scores higher than around 15
there will be, however, glimmers of your authentic self coming through from time to time. The
important thing to realise is that this reality is not fixed and you don’t have to be consigned to this
reality. Life is dynamic and constantly changing and we as human beings can constantly develop;
we are never the finished article. So if you wish to grow and develop beyond being controlled by
fate and change things for the better in your life to get what you desire and deserve, be happy and
more fulfilled, then evaluate your individual and grouped scores to provide you with insight to help
you to understand what areas need your attention to develop more. This will help you to enhance
yourself and to assert more of your true self; to enable you to return to the unlimited and endless
power of your unique authentic self.
For much more detailed information, a step-by-step guide and tools of how to return to your
authentic self, read my book: You Are More Than You Think™.
Below is a summary in picture form of the more extreme attributes of the acquired self:
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Score of Between 30 and 41

The acquired self is beginning to give ground and give way to the power of your authentic self.
Your authentic self is proactively fighting against the limiting conditioning of your acquired self and
your are deserving the right to return to and access your authentic self. Your reality will be
providing you evidence of this in your life at this moment.
Evaluating your individual and group scores will provide you with further insight to help you to
understand: what areas need your attention to develop more; how to help you to further enhance
yourself; how to assert more of your true self to enable you to return to the unlimited and endless
power of your unique authentic self; and how to create a reality that is happy and fulfilled more of
the time.
To continue to do this, read my book, You Are More Than You Think™ for a step-by-step guide and
tools to continue further and faster along your journey to return to your authentic self.
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Score of Above 42

It is likely that you have spent time along your life journey making choices that have enabled you to
overcome the major holding effects of your acquired self’s limiting conditioning, and the unique
power of your authentic self is in residence more of the time. You are likely to be co-creating a
reality leading more towards fulfilment in your life. As human beings we are, however, never the
finished article and further deliberate development will help you to attain deeper understandings of
who you are and your purposes.
Evaluating your individual and group scores may provide you with some further insight to help you
to understand what areas need your attention now to develop even more. Furthermore, reading
my book, You Are More Than You Think™, will help you to use the tools to enhance yourself further
and to assert more of your true self to understand and create your destiny driven by the unlimited,
endless power of your unique, authentic self.

Please visit my website: http://www.youaremorethanyouthink.co.uk for more information about my
book and how to purchase.
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